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BUILDING ANATOMY: CATALAN vAULTS
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“the resistant virtues of the structures that we seek 

depend on their form; it is through their form that 

they are stable, not because of the awkward accumu-

lation of material. there is nothing more noble and 

elegant from and intellectual viewpoint that this: to 

resist through form.”

eladio dieste, “la estructura ceramica”, bogotá, 

1987.

A forgotten technique
the catalan vault is a traditional building technique 

that is known since the fifteenth century and wide-

ly used in the mediterranean culture. it replaced the 

heaviness and mass of the roman brick vault by a light 

shell of thin tile-like bricks that can be built without 

scaffolding. it was used for vaulting large spaces, for 

flooring, roofs and also for very elegant, open staircases 

that still can be found all over catalonia. this was the 

basis for the system that rafael guastavino developed 

and successfully exported to new york from the 1880s 

when he achieved to strengthen the vaults with the use 

of Portland cement1.

in the same period it was used in catalonia by two 

generations of architects who developed the catalan 

modernisme in both civil and industrial building, as we 

could see on our excursions. in the museu de la ciència 

i de la tècnica de catalunya in terrassa, the architect 

lluís muncunill combined the catalan vault with nine-

teenth century industrial iron construction techniques 

in an outstanding way. the ancient textile factory is 

considered among the finest pieces of industrial archi-

tecture in europe. the ingenious and complex shape 

of the single vaults, added to a vast roof structure of 

incredible beauty, gave us an exciting example of the 

capacity of this building technique2.

during the early 1960s, the catalan vault was revived 

by the cuban architect ricardo Porro and two italian 

colleagues, roberto gottardi and vittorio garratti, as 

a unifying structural feature for the different buildings 

of the cuban‘s national art schools. the schools were 

officially abandoned before they were completed and, 

currently, remain in various states of ruin, but are con-

sidered to be the highest accomplishment of modern 

architecture in cuba. the catalan vaulting technique 

allowed creating remarkably strong and fluid roof struc-

tures, which also permitted expansive openings and a 

relation between the inside and outside. when labor 

was plentiful but materials were scarce, the cubans 

learned the technique from a spanish mason who had 

worked with antonio gaudi, and built an entire manuf-

acturing system for the tiles and mortar3.

since the catalan vault is a very labor-intensive tech-

nique and also requires skilled masons, its use almost 

died out in the middle of the twentieth century with 

the adoption of reinforced concrete. as the technique 

resides more within the artisan tradition of the master 

builder and not within the technical discipline of the 

engineer, it is up to the architect to focus on of its spe-

cific properties and to launch its regeneration.

Natural Growth
„the plant never lapses into mere arid functionalism; 

it fashions and shapes according to logic and suitability, 

and with its primeval force compels everything to attain 

the highest artistic form.“4 not unlike the german sculp-

tor and photographer, karl blossfeldt, once said, there is 

a capacity in the catalan vaulting technique that opens 

rafael guastavino. tlie work in new york city hall subway 
station. 

ricardo Porro. school of Plastic arts. cuba
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a large potential. due to the absolute dependence on 

the distribution of forces, it reminds us the apparent 

logic in the natural structures of plants that enables sim-

ple yet ornamental forms. though its obvious thinness, 

the multi-layered assembly assures stability and creates 

maximum strength but relatively little weight.

in antonio gaudí’s view – who initially worked on 

traditional materials and techniques, but then moved 

on to expand the repertoire of construction solutions 

– the appearance of things “must be nothing more 

than the reflection of the utilitarian, mechanical and 

constructional requirements”. although generally seen 

as a plastic artist, gaudi studied geometry, the world of 

structures and construction very carefully and always 

linked his designs strongly to functionality and practica-

lity. visiting the interior of the roof of the casa mila and 

the building site of the sagrada familia, we could easily 

follow his remarks.

Passion and Handcraft
seeking for a culture of construction that is able to 

serve as a strong basis for a whole building process, our 

journey brought us to this forgotten technique. during 

the workshop, though working on the traditional field 

of the brick vault, an experimental approach to material 

and construction led us into a field in architecture, in 

which observation and research are more crucial than 

acquired knowledge and adopted skills. the path of 

making and fabricating was established in the project 

phase in the studio and ended on a real building site, a 

primary school in valldoreix. 

like in the last year’s intensive Program, all partici-

pants were involved in all building phases. formwork 

was only used to define the lateral curves of the vaults 

and to attach a series of fine strings that defined the 

geometric shape; there was no need for a load bea-

ring sub-construction. on the large vault, two masons 

supported us setting the first layer of tiles, which is the 

most complex part of the work. it remained to cover 

it with two more layers is a rather easy work. Parallel 

to the large vault standing on a plateau, two other 

pieces were erected all by the students to generate an 

animating playground for the school children: a small 

vault attached to the surrounding wall providing a sha-

dowed space and a stairway consisting of a series of 

three vaults that allows to get on the different levels 

without effort. the physical experience of the manual 

work under the hot sun, considering an outside tempe-

rature of around 35° celsius, gave us not only a feeling 

for weight, strength and violability of the construction 

material, but also an idea for its appropriate use and 

form-generating capacity.

our aim is not so much to care about a traditional buil-

ding technique as a heritage, but much more to make 

use of its power to open up new ways in construction. 

this will need research and the will to leave the main-

stream, but also an intention and desire to undergo 

predefined paths in the design process in architecture. 

urs meister

Professor for construction and design, institute for 

architecture and Planning, university of liechtenstein 

1 a detailed description starts on page 6 in the article 

of edward allen, “guastavino, dieste, and the two revo-

lutions in masonry vaulting”. 
2 see page 20 to 25
3 revolution of forms: cuba‘s forgotten art schools, 

john loomis, new york, 1999
4 urformen der kunst, karl blossfeldt, berlin, 1928

antonio gaudi‘s interpretation of nature



GUASTAvINO, DIESTE, AND THE TWO REvOLUTIONS IN MASONRY vAULTING
edward allen 

two successive revolutions transformed masonry vaul-

ting from the thick, handcrafted roofs of the ancients, 

shaped and proportioned by intuition, to the steel-

reinforced, mathematically designed, thin brick shells of 

the late twentieth century. the first revolution began in 

the late nineteenth century in catalonia, where rafael 

guastavino applied the then new discipline of graphic 

statics to traditional catalan vaulting to produce the 

first scientifically engineered masonry structures. the 

second was wrought in the last half of the twentieth 

century by eladio dieste who, with the numerical the-

ory of reinforced concrete shells as his point of depar-

ture, designed and built clay masonry roofs in daring 

new forms that spanned unprecedented distances. this 

discussion will focus on guastavino’ s work and its 

relationship to that of other architects and engineers 

of his time. it will conclude by contrasting  guastavino’ 

s innovations with those of eladio dieste.

The Application of Graphic Statics to 
the Development of Masonry vaults

historically, masonry vaulting developed along 

three paths: the european, the middle eastern, and 

the catalan. the european path included roman, 

romanesque, gothic, and renaissance vaulting. the 

design of european vaults was generally based on the 

geometry of the circle, and the vaults were erected 

over temporary centering or formwork. working in this 

fashion resulted in relatively thick vaults, with the long 

dimensions of their stones or bricks lying along radial 

lines. the inclined thrusts of the vaults are resisted by 

either engaged or flying buttresses.

the second path of development took place in the 

middle east, where both barrel vaults and domes were 

erected without the use of centering. for vaults, cen-

tering was eliminated by inclining the courses of bricks 

against an end wall and for domes, by building in a 

spiral pattern. the resulting vault shapes often tended 

toward a parabolic geometry rather than a circular one, 

probably because it was easier for the mason, when 

working without centering, to keep bricks in place in 

a partially completed vault if they were laid along a 

parabolic line. middle eastern vaults are about as thick 

as european ones. their thrusts are resisted by thick 

walls or engaged buttresses.

the third path of traditional masonry vault develop-

ment - the catalan vaulting technique emerged in the 

region around barcelona and is distinctly different from 

the other two. it utilizes multiple, overlapping lami-

nations of thin tiles whose long dimensions lie in the 

curving surface of the vault. catalan vaults are much 

thinner and lighter in weight than either european or 

middle eastern vaults. they are often also much shal-

lower, sometimes rising as little as 10 percent of the 

span. they are extremely strong due to the staggering 

of joints between one tile lamination and the next. they 

are sometimes called timbrei vaults in reference to their 

extreme thinness, which is linked to that of the head of 

a timbrei, a small hand-drum or tambourine.

vault forms commonly constructed in catalonia inclu-

ded domes, barrel vaults, pillow-shaped vaults, and 

helical stairs. even “flat vaults,” planar laminated tile 

slabs, were often built to span very short distances, 

usually not more than three feet or so. all the catalan 

vault forms were erected without centering by using 

ingenious construction procedures. these procedures 

are made possible by joining the tiles edge to edge in 

the first layer with piaster of Paris (pure gypsum), which 

the three types of traditional masonry: european, middle eastern, and catalan.
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is very fast-setting and highly adhesive. because this 

material weakens when wetted, it is unsuitable for use 

as the primary mortar in a vault. subsequent layers of 

tile are bonded to each other and to the first layer with 

portland cement mortar, which is water resistant and 

much stronger than piaster of Paris.

until late in the nineteenth century, masonry vaul-

ting was shaped and proportioned by guesswork or 

rules of thumb. as a consequence, vaults based on the 

european or middle eastern precedents tended to be 

not only thick but also heavy and expensive. catalan 

vaults were much thinner but were also designed by 

wholly intuitive methods. a correct under standing of 

vault shapes and forces had been formulated as early as 

the end of the seventeenth century, as demonstrated in 

a treatise by giovanni Poleni (1683-1761), published in 

1748, on finding the ideal shape for a dome. it was not 

until karl culmann (1821-1881) transformed Poleni’ s 

hypothesis into a simple and powerful working method, 

however, that it became easy to find correct shapes 

and forces for masonry arches and vaults. culmann’s 

die graphische statik, published in 1866 by the swiss 

federal technical university (eth) in zurich, was the 

first comprehensive presentation of graphic statics, a 

method of structural design that employs scaled dra-

wings rather than numerical operations. graphic sta-

tics made it possible to determine the ideal form for a 

masonry vault and the forces within the vault quickly 

and simultaneously.    

  
The First Revolution: Rafael  Guastavino 
and Graphic Statics            

beginning in the late 1860s, rafael guastavino (1842-

1908) designed and constructed a number of large 

industrial buildings in barcelona in which he used tra-

ditional catalan laminated tile vaulting for the floor 

and roof structures. in 1881 he left barcelona and emi-

grated to new york, where he established a company 

that over the ensuing seven decades created weil over 

one thousand vaulted structures across north america.        

many of these were incorporated into buildings by such 

well-known architects as mckim, mead, and white, 

ralph adams cram, bertram goodhue, warren and 

wetmore, emest flagg, cass gilbert, and careere and 

hastings. in manhattan, guastavino constructed vaults 

in more than three hundred buildings, including grant’s 

tomb (1890), the cathedral of st. john the divine 

(i908-li), grand central station (1909-13), the ellis 

island immigrant hall (1917), the federal reserve bank 

(1923-24), and riverside church (1930) to name only 

a few prominent examples. the boston Public library 

(1887-98) and several boston-area churches also fea-

ture guastavino vaulting, as weil as the state capitol 

buildings of minnesota (1895-1903) and nebraska 
composite drawing of a selection of masory  domes 

constructed in north america by rafael guastavino
guastavino company detail sheet for a typical renaissence 

dome. the total thickness of the structural tiles is 5 to 6 inches, 
depending on spam and load                        7



rafael guastavino (right) inspecting laminated tile arches that will support floor 
vaults at the boston Public library  

laminated tile domes, built without using formworck and supported by the tile 
arches, beneath the front stairs of the boston Public library

semicircular vault in the boston Public library. because the semicircle is not an ideal 
shape for a vault, stiffening ribs and transverse stiffening walls were necesary to assure 
the stability of the vault

guastavino tile vaults in the boston Public library, finished with decorative tiles 
and exposed to view



(1920-32). guastavino’ s work can be found in forty-

one u.s. states, five canadian provinces and nine other 

countries . 

before guastavino began his career, masonry vaults 

and domes whether european, middle eastern, or 

catalan were shaped and proportioned by intuition 

and tradition and temted to be heavy and wasteful of 

material. by applying graphic statics to catalan lami-

nated tile vaulting techniques, guastavino was able to 

design and build thin, sleek, economical, scientifically 

engineered masonry shells. graphic statics permitted 

guastavino to give a funicular shape to each of his 

vaults. this minimized bending stresses while produc-

ting shapes that were generally parabolic or catenary 

in section rather than circular. graphic statics also per-

mitted the determination of the minimum permissible 

thickness for each structure, allowing guastavino to 

use only as much material as was absolutely required 

to support the load with a suitable factor of safety. he 

was thus able to build vaults that were thin, graceful, 

and so durable that most survive in excellent condition 

today. they are typically only 3 inches thick and weigh 

a fraction of what traditional vaults weigh. because 

they were made of fired clay tiles, they are also highly 

resistant to fire. furthermore, they were often lower 

in initial cast than any other spanning method, and 

given their obvious durability (in a number of recent 

restorations of guastavino buildings, few tiles have 

needed replacement), their life-cycle cost has proved 

to be extremely low. 

the catalan technique was indispensable to 

guastavino because it enabled him to build as thin 

a vault as his graphical calculations indicated. it also 

permitted him to build without the expense and delay 

of having to erect and remove temporary formwork, 

except for simple forms needed to support planar arches 

during construction. guastavino’ s workers assembled 

his vaults in midair, starting from the perimeter and 

working toward the center. wires, strings and templates 

were used as guides to produce accurate vault shapes. 

guastavino’ s crews avoided the need for scaffolding by 

laying tiles “overhand”- standing on the work they had 

already put in place to gain access to the working edge 

of the vault. their standard of workmanship was very 

high, as can be observed in any of the perfectly formed, 

highly finished vaults that they constructed. 

After Guastavino: Other Users of 
Graphic Statics  

guastavino’ s factory for the batllo company in 

barcelona, constructed between 1869 and 1875, was 

visited each real by students from the local architecture 

school, among them the young antoni gaudi (1852-

1926), who would soon embark on his lifelong search 

for a “natural“ architecture. having learned graphic sta-

tics from his friend joan martorell shortly after gradua-

tion, gaudi used the technique throughout his career to 

find “natural” (meaning funicular) shares for the catalan 

laminated tile vaults of his roof and floor structures, just 

as guastavino did contemporaneously in the united 

states. but gaudi went one step further, using graphic 

statics also to determine the directions of the thrusts 

that emerged from the bases of his vaults and to align 

the supporting columns along these lines of thrust. he 

was thus able to avoid constructing buttresses, which 

he considered unnatural. the inclined columns that 

result from this procedure are particularly prominent in 

his Parc güell (1900-14), güell chapel (1898-1915) and 

expiatory temple of the sagrada familia (1884ff).

it is widely known that gaudi employed an elaborate 

hanging string model to find the structural form for his 

güell chapel. however, it is weil documented that he, 

like guastavino, did most of his structural design by 

means of graphic statics. he said of the two methods, 

“the curves of the vaults of the sagrada familia were 

found graphically, and those of the güell chapel were 

arrived at experimentally; however, it turns out that 

both procedures produce the same result, and that the 

one is the child of the other:”

gaudi was but one of a large group of gifted archi-

tects who worked in and around barcelona in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, most or all 

of whom used graphic statics to design their vaulted 

masonry structures. among the finest of the structures 

built by this group are the works of luis moya blanco 

(1904-1990) and the more than thirty agricultural coo-

perative buildings by cesar martinell brunet (1888-

1973), which adhered closely to the “natural“ approach 

championed by gaudi.

in using graphic statics, gaudi and guastavino placed 

themselves in the mainstream of the structural engi-

neering practice of their time. gustave eiffel (1832-

1923) employed as his assistant maurice koechlin 

(1856-1946), who had been karl culmann’ s student 

at the eth. koechlin applied culmann’ s graphic statics 

to find forms and forces for eiffel’ s structures. the 

form of the eiffel tower, a symmetrical cantilevered 

truss that is funicular for its assumed wind loading pat-

tern, was found through a simple graphical procedure. 

employing this form permitted eiffel to avoid including 

major diagonals braces in the bottom two panels of the 

tower, thus maintaining the open appearance essen-
9



tributed to the formation of his structural intuition and 

made him conscious of the economy and the beauty 

that can result from aligning the elements of the struc-

ture along lines of force. he also learned that numerical 

methods for engineering calculation, including the the-

ory and practice of designing concrete structures with 

steel reinforced, prior to his graduation in 1943. 

brick masonry was the most economical mode of 

construction in uruguay, and dieste chose from the 

outset to build almost all of his works with this materi-

al. at that time, engineers such as felix candela (1910 

- 97) and eduardo torroja (1899 – 1961) were enjoying 

worldwide fame for their sleek shell structures made 

of reinforced concrete -  the favour material of the 

modern movement. in choosing brick over concrete, 

dieste swam against a strong current of fashion, virtu-

tial to the tower’s aesthetic success. his garabit and 

douro river  bridges are supported by trussed funicular 

arches whose boomerang shapes where determined 

graphically so as to contain the pressure lines for all the 

loading patterns exerted by moving trains.

swiss engineer robert maillart (1872 – 1940) learned 

graphic statics  from culmann’ s successor at the  eth, 

wilhelm ritter (1847 – 1906). maillart used the tech-

niques to shape his concrete bridges along the paths 

of the forces that they conduct and to find the forces 

in them (fig. 81) like the iron and steel arches of eiffel’s 

bridges, the concrete arches of maillart’s box-arch 

bridges, such as the salgina bridge, are shapes to con-

tain all possible pressure lines. in his deck stiffened arch 

bridges, such as the swandbach bridge, the shape of 

the daringly thin arch was based on a symmetrical loa-

ding condition found by graphic statics. asymmetrical 

loadings were accommodated by stiffening  the deck so 

that it distributes the loads and restrains the arch from 

excessive deformations. the resulting forms continue 

to be admired this day.

Eladio Dieste and the Second Revolution 
in Masonry vaulting 

eladio dieste studied graphic statics at the facultad 

de ingenieria de montevideo, an experience that con-

fan-shaped force polygons, used by robert maillard to find 
the pressure lines and internal forces in the arch of salgina 
bridge for various loading conditions. the taping arches of the 
bridge were shaped to contain these pressure lines.

simple graphical construction, used by gustave eiffel to find 
the form of the eiffel tower. more complex graphical analysis 
were used to verify the design for every part of the tower. 

ally guaranteeing his own obscurity.

dieste’s first, tentative steps in this direction were 

taken just three years out of engineering school, in 

1946, with the cylindrical, reinforced brick roof vaults 

of the berlingieri house. his powers developed at such a 

pace thereafter that only a decade later, dieste was able 

to design the double curved, post-tensioned brick shells 

and sinusoidal walls of the church of christ the worker 

in atlantida (designed 1955 – 57, constructed 1958 

– 60), which is considered by many to be the greatest 

architectural achievement.

antoni bonet (1913 – 1989), the architect of the 

berlingieri house, proposed to dieste that he should 

structure the house in Punta ballena with vaults of thin 

tiles, built without formwork in the catalan tradition, 

much as guastavino had one. instead, dieste chose to 

build with conventional bricks, using formwork for tem-

porary support during the construction. his work dif-

fered from that of guastavino in other important ways 

as well. although guastavino patented techniques for 

both reinforcing and post-tensioning, most of his roofs 

were constructed of unreinforced masonry, whereas 

dieste adopted and improved upon some of the new 

structural forms that had become popular in the twen-

tieth century. furthermore, guastavino did his enginee-

ring with graphical methods, and dieste with numerical 

methods, which where much better suited to the design 

of his cascaras autoportantes (self-supporting shells), 

which act in bending rather than pure compression.  

 
 Eladio Dieste’s Structural Forms

dieste’s building structures fall into four general cate-

gories, none of which was feasible in guastavino’s time. 

his largest industrial roofs, which span up to 180 feet, 
10



the four primary structural types built by eladio dieste:
a) bovedas gausas (gaussian vaults)
b) cascaras autoportantes (self-supporting shells)
c) estructuras plegadas (folded structures)
d) superficies regladas (ruled surfaces)

many innovative reinforced clay tile structures in spain. 

torroja, a structural engineer like sanchez and dieste, 

built several  brick-vaulted churches and water towers. 

there were others as well who built reinforced brick-

work, but two things set dieste’s work above the rest. 

one is his unmatched use of masonry in structures sub-

ject to bending, such as cantilevered barrel shells, tanks 

under hydrostatic pressure, and folder plates. the other 

is the power and the poetry of his masonry architec-

ture. dieste’s mind seem to move effortlessly from the 

mathematical to the ethereal, from the mechanical to 

the philosophical. he saw all of his efforts as a semless 

whole, never separating the technical concerns from 

the artistic. even in his churches, structure, form, and 

space are one: there are no non-loadbearing elements 

added (or needed) to sculpt the interior space. one 

need only compare his atlantida and durazno churches 

to any of the masonry churches designed by the far 

more famous torroja to understand that dieste was 

an authentic genius, both as an engineer and as an 

architect. 

in rafael guastavino’s time, the discipline of graphic 

statics was the most expedient means of finding a the-

oretically correct form for a vault and for finding the 

forces within it. by the time of eladio dieste began his 

work, graphic statics was falling gradually into disuse, 

in part because it was ill-adapted to the new forms of 

shells that where then being built and because numeri-

cal methods of analysis were becoming the norm. but 

the works of the great engineers and architects of the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries including 

those of guastavino, eiffel, gaudi, and maillart were all 

structures that worked in pure compression and were 

all designed by graphic statics. these provided the foun-

dation of theory and experience upon which dieste’s 

generation of designers would develop their unprece-

dented structures.    

are essentially  shallow barrel vaults that act entirely in 

compression. for this he coined the name of bovedas 

gausas, which translates literally as “gaussian vaults” 

-  apparently in admiring reference to the great mathe-

matician carl friedrich gauss (1777 – 1855). dieste’s 

second building tipe. this cascaras autoportantes , 

is made up of cylindrical barrel shells. in their curved 

direction, these act in compression, just like bovedas 

gausas, whereas in their longitudinal axes, they act as 

beams, deriving bending strenght  from their shape. 

the largest spans dieste achieved with these structures 

were 43 feet between columns in the curved direction 

and 108 feet in the longitudinal direction, with lon-

gitudinal cantilevers as great as 54 feet. of the third 

category, estructuras plegadas, (“folded structures”), 

only two example rank above his major works. one of 

these -  the church of st. Peter at durazno -  is noted 

proudly by the dieste office in the list of their works 

as “technically the highest-ranking work built by our 

firm”. it is composed entirely by planar surfaces that 

join one another in the same way as the planes of a 

folded piece of cardboard, and it is from his folding 

that the structure derives as strength and stiffness. 

the fourth category of building structures, superficies 

regladas (“ruled surfaces”), is represented by the walls 

of the atlantida church, as well as its much later sequel, 

the church of san juan de avila, constructed in alcala 

de henares, near madrid, in 1996; and the shopping 

center in montevideo. the shapes of these walls were 

generated by straight line segments whose ends were 

translated along sinusoidal paths. 

dieste was not the only designer to work in reinforced 

masonry during the years immediately following world 

war ii. sanchez del rio Pison designed and constructed 
11



of catalan vaults and to document their construction 

procedures. at this time, becker met coauthor kent 

anderson, a canadian sculptor interested in ceramic 

sculpture, who was in spain to explore the sculptural 

potential of catalan vaulting. both were invited to con-

duce a research in the cathedra gaudi (gauldi archives) 

in barcelona. between 1988 and 1989, the authors 

constructed six catalan thin-tile vaults, documented 

the process of construction. in this essay, we demons-

trate how three of those vaults are laid out and build.

Boveda de escalera (stair vault) 
the boveda de escalera is commonly found in square 

or rectangular stairways of older buildings. it is compri-

sed of a series of horse arches built against each wall 

face, with each successive vault springing from the 

top of the preceding one. a landing is formed at each 

corner. Pere camats, a highly regarded builder in llerida 

region west of barcelona, showed becker, the author of 

this essay how to build a thin-tile stair vault called arco 

de caballo (horse arch).

work began by clearing a space in a corner of a high-

walled yard. Pere camats emphasized the importance 

of accurately laying out the stairs before starting to 

build. treads and risers were marked on the walls. after 

their locations were established, the center point of the 

stair was located, and a vertical guide pole was driven 

into the ground at that point. from the wall, the point 

at the bottom of each riser was transferred over to the 

guide pole using a straightedge and level.

the actual vault layout began with marking the line 

of the arc of the stair vault using a strip of thin, fle-

xible wood veneer. determining the proper shape is 

very important: if it is too sharp, the vault will be too 

steep; if it is too shallow, the vault will buckle and fall. 

the correct shape will transfer the loads down to the 

ground within its thin structure.  although there is a for-

mula given in some masonry manual, most experienced 

catalan masons, formed the shape by eye.

the veneer strip was bent to the proper shape against 

the wall and pinned with concrete nails. Pere camats 

did the initial layout, with his son demetri assisting. 

they mixed small batches of hueso para lucir paretes (a 

quick-setting plaster) used to glue the edge of the tiles 

together temporally. had this been permanent exterior 

stair, cemento rapido (a rapid-setting water- resistant 

mortar) would have been used instead of the plaster.

the first batches were slapped up against the under-

side of the guide strip and allowed to set. the strip was 

then removed, leaving a thin ledge of plastic that would 

Building Catalan thin-tile vaults in 
Spain: a field journal. 

the origins of thin-tile vaulting are ancient, but the 

building method used to produce these elegant and 

expressive structures was not perfect until the early 

nineteenth century, in spanish catalonia. “catalan vaul-

ting” as it is called in spain, is a system for constructing 

thin masonry vaults of broad, thin terra-cotta tiles laid 

flat, usually in two or more layers, from a pure masonry 

structure requiring no steel reinforcement. on contrast 

to standard stone or masonry vaults, catalan vaults 

achieve a remarkable strength to the use of a highly 

cohesive mortar and the sandwiching of tiles to form 

a thin laminated surface. this sandwich construction, 

combined with the funicular shape of the vault, ena-

bles masons to build these vaults without falsework 

or supports. this vaulting method allows experienced  

builders to create with ease, using a series of straight 

lines, the curved or warped surfaces known as “quadric 

ruled surfaces”. 

in 1981 and 1982, the primary author of this essay 

tim becker, initiated his research on catalan vaulting. in 

1988, he returned to spain to study antoni gaudi’s use 

12



serve as a guide for the tile assembly and as a temporary 

structural support to attach the tiles to the wall.

in the next phase of layout, a string was stretched 

between the lower riser points on the wall and level 

with the riser marks on the guide pole. strings forming a 

series of straight lines generated a curved surface –tech-

nically, a ruled surface. this was one of gaudi’s principal 

methods for generating complex forms. 

after the line of the arch was bent, a foundation, or 

“kicker block”, was built to defect and transfer lateral 

forces down to the ground. the location of the base of 

the arc was slightly below the firs tread. the masons 

used jeros, light extruded terra-cotta bricks with air 

cavities, for this part of the construction. the jeros 

were approximately 2 inches long, 5 inches wide, and 

4 inches thick. to this point, the layout was similar to 

that of a standard masonry or stone vault except for the 

curve of the arc. 

the camats demostrated how to cut the toles and mix 

plaster with tradicional catalan masonry trowel called 

platea. mahones -extruded terra-cotta tiles with air cavi-

ties that measure roughly 2 inches long, 54 inches wide, 

and 1 inch thick- were used for the vault construction.

during the construction of the first course, compres-

sion of the plaster between each tile es key. after the 

mason knifed a generous portion of plaster into the 

tile‘s edge, he set in place with a few taps of of his tro-

wel handle. this produce a slight suction that locked the 

tile firmly in place and created a compressed joint.  

the camats began laying the tiles using a quick-set-

ting plaster. they cut and glued the tiles together at the 

edges, starting at the wall and following the line of the 

arc. after the first line was partially built, the second, 

third, and fourth lines were started, the mason making 

sure to stagger or break the joints. the bottom of the 

tiles just grazed the top of the string lines.

at this point, the building of the vault entered fully 

into the world of cohesive construction. the masons 

mixed up a small amount of plaster, enough for one 

or two tiles, and tiles were cut, plastered, and fitted 

quickly. the mason held the tile in place until he felt the 

stair center guide pole and strings are set up to guide masons 
in the formation of the helicoid shape of the inside edge of the 
vault. the strings genetate a quadric ruled surface.

tiles are assembled along the interior edge of the vault.

plaster set up, usually about 45 seconds, then let go and 

set the next tile. the end tiles, in a line, appeared to float 

or be suspended in air.

as the vault turned the corner at the first landing, the 

interior edge, which curved around to begin the second 

arc, contrasted with the wall edge that followed the 

line of the scribed arc and dead-ended into the oppo-

13



the completed vault was able to support a concentrated load 
about four hours after the last tile was set in place.

sing wall. all tiles followed the guide strings to form 

a warped surface. making a smooth transition on the 

interior edge was difficult work, requiring a good eye 

and proper cutting and placing of tiles. if the underside 

of the stair is visible, masons will often use a higher 

quality glazed polychrome tile and fit the pieces tightly 

with a very thin grout line.

once the first layer had advanced a little more than 

half way up the wall, a second layer was started. a 

high-strength mortar was spread over the top surface 

of the first layer, and tiles were set into the wet bed of 

mortar with edges snug and all seams staggered. the 

mortar consisted of Portland cement and sand, mixed 

in a ratio of 1:3.5

once the mortar or plaster has cured, the entire vault 

behaves as a single piece of material with remarka-

ble tensile resistance for a masonry product. this is 

what gives thin-tile vaults their strength. when cured, 

the vault is so taut that it resounds like a drum when 

tapped; for this reason the vaults are sometimes 

referred to as timbrel (tambourine) vaults. this single 

layer test vault was able to support a concentrated load 

about four hours after the last tile was placed. 

Boveda de quatro puntos (four-pointed 
vault)

to begin the bovedas de quatro puntos, barrels and 

boards were set up to simulate walls. the masons used 

jeros and built above each wall with cemento rapido to 

form four arcs. construction of the vault started in the 

corners with thin-tiles in this case, extruded solid rasilla 

tiles about 8 inches long, 4 inches wide, and 1/2 inch 

thick. the tiles were cut and fitted in a zigzag pattern. 

the first line of tiles ran up along the edge of the arc.

the masons worked carefully in the beginning becau-

se the placement of the early tiles determines the final 

shape of the vault. all corners were worked up toge-

ther, and subtle adjustments were made to each new 

tile as it was held in place and the cemento rapido was 

setting up. the masons added bit by bit to the whole 

vault, making repeated passes as they built.

had this been a permanent vault, a second layer of 

tiles would have been started when three full lengths 

of tile sprang from each corner. a thicker layer of high-

strength mortar was used at each corner to add ballast 

and to strengthen those points. the arched ends of 

the vault are not structurally necessary; they are often 

left open or filled in with a thin-tile lattice to screen 

out the sun. all the weight of the vault is transfer-

tile assembly begins at each corner and the masons gradually 
work up each portion. 

masons mock up walls with arched tops in preparation for 
building vault.



Unreinforced shell structures in traditio-
nal masonry: a contemporary approach 
to design and construction          

it is possible to build shell structures in traditional 

masonry? what effect does the material have on design 

and construction? are there morphological groups that 

are particularly suitable for this choice of material?

inspired by the buildings of eladio dieste, a team 

of scientists and architectural students formed at the 

institute for structural design and research at the 

university of hannover in 1996 with the intention of 

building shell structures. dieste developed his technique 

of reinforced masonry construction under particular cir-

cumstances determined by the availability of raw mate-

rials, economic conditions, climate, the manual skills of 

his workmen, labor costs, and structural considerations. 

discussion about the transferability of dieste’s tech-

nique soon revealed that simple copying and adaptation 

would be fruitless. under the local circumstances of 

northern europe in the 1990s circumstances different 

from those of uruguay in the midtwentieth century 

the idea of dieste’s work would need to evolve into a 

new technique of constructing shell structures in brick 

masonry. Questions about climate and appropriate 

corrosion protection of the reinforcement would have 

to be addressed. the increasing ratio of labor costs 

to material costs would also need to be adjusted. but 

encouraging further investigation was the fact that, to 

avoid frost damage, brick building material for external 

use in germany is usually fired at high temperatures; 

the resulting high strength of the material was seen as 

a valuable byproduct that was not being exploited by 

existing masonry construction techniques. furthermore, 

although curved forms would be easily produced in 

hand-worked masonry just by varying the dimension of 

the joints, this morphology had not being widely explo-

ded. so the question arose as to whether it was possible 

to build shell structures out of plain masonry, making 

use of the full structural and formal potential intrinsic to 

this traditional material. could the use of both reinforce-

ment and surface formwork be avoided?

Positioning Traditional Masonry
    the form of dieste’s shells seems magically to 

suggest an inseparable unity of construction and archi-

tecture. in contrast to the concrete of conventional 

modern shells, the material of dieste’s shells brick which 

has been layed on curved surface formwork, its joints 

filled with steel reinforcement and concrete lends scale 

to the surface. the structure appears comprehensible 

and engaging when viewed from both near and far. the 

square grid of joints traces how the structure works. a 

square net of reinforced steel together with the con-

crete and hat-like bricks form a powerful construction. 

a basic rule in structural design dictates that “force fol-

lows stiffness”; the grid of reinforced steel and concrete 

concentrates forces within the cross section of the shell 

as a result of its increased stiffness, as compared with 

bricks. yet it would be wrong to understand dieste’s 

shells as grid structures of reinforced concrete. the effi-

ciency of his technique results from the combined use 

of steel, concrete, and brick, when the brick not only 

constitutes shear bracing but also provides a load-bea-

ring medium for an economical level of self-weight. 

according to the model of stiffness, there is a structural 

analogy to the steel-grid shells of the noted german 

engineer jörg schlaich. in its filigreed steel grid struc-

red through the four points at the wall corners. these 

vaults were commonly used in storage buildings in the 

catalan countryside. when viewed from a passing car 

or train, they look like inflatable membranes, billowing 

and tent-like.

a final touch-up using quick-setting plaster. note that the 
vault corners are built up with a cement-based mortar to help 
transfer the load to the walls. 

the vault is constructed purely by eye, with no formwork or 
guideness apart from the four arched wall tops. 
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tures, the shell forces act in discrete straight members. 

the bracing of the quadrilateral grid is achieved by way 

of diagonal cables. dieste’s and  schlaich’s structures 

exhibit basically the same behaviour but are made of 

different materials. developed under different require-

ments, they produce different types of architecture. 

considering unreinforced solutions, catalan vaulting 

is a unique technique for building in plain masonry  

that has produced a rich variety of shell structures. the 

vapour aymerich textile factory  outside of barcelona 

(now the museum of technical science of catalonia) 

was built in 1908 by luis muncunill i Parellada (1868-

1931). constructed with catalan vaults, it provides a 

remarkable example of the efficiency  of unreinforced 

structural solutions. the shape of this building reco-

gnizes to a great degree the characteristics of both 

bricks and steel. the inclined shell arch is principally 

under compressive stress acting parallel to its span. 

the placement of the curvature perpendicular to the 

span, which from an aesthetic point of view allows the 

surface to appear smooth, is, from a structural point of 

view, an effective means of increasing stiffness and thus 

avoiding buckling. the logic of the structure follows the 

conditions of its materials: the vertical support of the 

shell is shared equally by a raw of brick arches that are 

fixed to slender steel columns. all horizontal thrust is 

taken up by steel tension members. steel, more than 

one hundred times stronger (and also more expensive) 

than ceramic needs just a very small cross section to 

maintain the shells equilibrium.  

in the catalan technique, the shell consists of a numb-

er of layers of ceramic tile. the first layer is built with 

a quick-setting mortar of gypsum, sometimes cantile-

vering outward. this layer becomes formwork for the 

next layer of tile. subsequent layers are laid with an 

overlap, resulting in a geometrically interlinked com-

posite material of brick and mortar that is structurally 

efficient. in addition to good resistance to compressive 

stress, tensile stress may also be accommodated due 

to the bond between the bricks and the high adhesion 

mortar. thus, the laminated tile section approximates 

the compressive and tensile strength of a laminated 

timber beam in its principal structural behaviour. 

this brilliant technique was transferred by rafael 

guastavino (1842-1908) to america by 1900. his work 

can be found in more than a thousand buildings in the 

northeastern united states, particularly in new york 

city and boston. contemporary architecture, however, 

no longer makes use of this construction method. one 

of the reasons for this a lack of skilled workmen (this 

is a general predicament regarding vault construction 

in industrialized countries, which is true irrespective of 

economic conditions). consequently, a contemporary 

approach to building shells of masonry would need to 

employ current standard techniques that are within the 

capabilities of the local workforce. 

traditional masonry vaulting has an important advan-

tage over catalan vaulting the advantage of reliable 

knowledge, most of which is laid down in local codes, 

thus simplifying the necessary procedures with building 

authorities. as with the catalan technique, traditional 

masonry uses the principle of overlap: the masonry 

bond can be seen as a typical detail; from the point of 

view of both design and structural behaviour. 

owing to this important principle, concentrated loads 

at the top of a wall are distributed over the whole area. 

also, shear stress and even tensile stress parallel to the 

bed joints are easily absorbed. similar to the interlinked 

composite that characterizes the catalan technique, 

the bond brings mortar and brick together to make a 

powerful team. due to the direction of the bed joints, 

the effectiveness of the bond in traditional masonry is 

affected by the adhesion of mortar and brick as well 

as friction caused by axial loads. different geometric 

patterns of masonry bond also influence a wall’s struc-

tural behaviour. owing to experience in practical use, 

german codes do not allow tensile stresses perpendicu-

lar to bed joints. the principle of transferring forces by 

overlapping members is common in numerous methods 

and materials – for instance, the friction grip joint of 

two steel plates, or the common lap joint of reinfor-

cing bars in al reinforced concrete structures. in these 

examples, the amount of transferable force is being 

controlled by usual methods of design. construction in 

masonry, on the other hand, has the property that the 

lateral resistance of the masonry structures is exciting 

work. Provided that it is used in the appropriate form, 

traditional masonry easily fulfils the requirements of 

steel structures. 
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friday 7.7.2006

arrival - check-in to the residence 

 - meeting at the residence and dinner in terrassa  

saturday 8.7.2006 

start of the workshoP, research and excursion - official welcome and introduction by the organiser,  

   ramon sastre, technical university of catalonia, barcelona 

   and the coordinator, urs meister, liechtenstein university 

 - excursion in terrassa: museu de la ciència de catalunya  

                                                                                                    and masia freixa. 

                                                                                                  - sala muncunill, restaurant vela.

 - excursion to sant cugat: monastery and celler.   

sunday 9.7.2006

start of the Project work, research end execution - excursion to barcelona, guided by antonio millan: „catalan gothic

                                                                                                    as an historical precedent of the catalan vaults“ 

 - Plaça del rei, Palau reial major, Palau clariana-Padellás and  

   museo del‘història de la ciutat, santa maria del mar gothic church. 

 - la Pedrera, casa milà, antonio gaudi.  

                                                                                                  - caixa forum by Puig cadafalch

monday 10.7.2006

design and research                                                             - meeting at the school in the morning, forming of the project groups, 1 teacher, 4-6 students 

                                                                                                     - introduction to the theme and the building site by ramon sastre 

 - Presentation of the work of last year‘s intensive Program

                                                                                                    „building anatomy: rope structures“ by urs meister 

 -  Project work in groups in the university: definition of the different themes,  

                                                                                                     beginning of the design work and making of prototypes 

                                                                                                  - visiting the building site in valldoreix                          

tuesday 11.7.2006

design and research -  workshop at the university 

 - excursion to the building site of the sagrada familia, antonio gaudi, guided by josep gómez.

 - visiting the model workshop and architecture studio in the church, meeting with

                                                                                                    chief architect jordi bonet.   

Program
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wednesday 12.7.2006

design and research, PrototyPing - „catalan vaults and the history of modern architecture“, lecture by miguel usandizaga 

 - „the making of catalan vaults“, lecture by oriol roselló 

 -  workshop at the university. lectures and practice. 

thursday 13.7.2006

design and research, PrototyPing, jury -  Project work in groups in the university in st. cugat 

 - Pin-up, jury and decision for the structure to be built  

friday 14.7.2006

construction works. day i - construction works on site at the primary school of  „j. ferran clua“ in valldoreix 

 - site definition of the chosen structure, protection works and excavation 

saturday 15.7.2006

construction works. day 2 - construction works on site

 - brick layering, vaults

sunday 16.7.2006 

construction works. day 3 - construction works on site

 -  brick layering, vaults

monday 17.7.2006         

construction works. day 4 - final phase of construction works and preparation of the presentation 

tuesday 18.7.2006

final Phase and inaguration - final phase of the construction work. 

 - inauguration of the work with guests and official representatives. 

  - final dinner and farewell 

  

wednesday 19.7.2006

deParture - check-out and departure
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EXCURsION TERRAssA - EL vALLÈs
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Museu de la Ciencia i de la Tecnica de 
Catalunya    

  the nacional museum of science of catalunya was 

born as a textil factory of the firm aymerich , amat i 

jover. 

the project was commited to the architect luis 

muncunill in 1907 and was inagurated in november 

of 1908.  the industrial building of eleven thousand 

square meters, contained all the wood transformation 

process, and by the year 1915, four hundred people 

were working there.

in 1912 when mr. jover died, his widow decided to 

separate the society. since then, the building has had 

many owners and housed several firms.

 in december 1983, the factory was bought by 

catalonian government, and became the national 

museun of science of catalunya.
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 1- model of the factory‘s vaults.

 2- the vaults are bell-shaped shells that compose a 

shed roof (saw teeth). the rhythm of this shed is given 

by the big windows in the roof. this windows let the 

daylight in and create an unique environment.    

3- the vertical support of the shell is shared equally 

by a row of brick arches that are fixed to slender steel 

columns.  

4- all horizontal thrust is taken up by steel tension 

members. steel, more than a hundred times stronger 

than ceramics, needs just a very small cross section to 

maintain the shell‘s equilibrium. 

5- only the arches need formwork for its construc-

tion. 

 1  2  3  

 4  522



1- detail of a bond: arc with vault and brace.

2- the laminated tile section approximates the com-

pressive and tensile strength of a laminated timber 

beam in its principal structural behavior. 

3- model showing the detail of the  windows in the 

roof.

4- the skylights provides all the lighting that the buil-

ding needs, and emphasizes the aesthetical curvature 

of the roof.  

 1  2  3
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the factory               

the factory consists of two parts, one serves for the production of energy, the other inhabits the textil production. 

the structure of the central building consists of iron beams that support the arches covered with brick vaults. all 

these rectangular spaces are covered with a brick structure supported by ribs. the beams and the ribs replace the 

buttresses and allow to develop thinner shapes.

general view of the factory

1- entrance

2- coal deposits

3- boilers

4- vapor machine

5- chimeney

6- water deposits

7- repair room

8- electricity room

9- toilettes

10-  stable

11- Porter‘s house

12- offices

13- Production building

14- ink building

15- magatzem

16- repository

8

4
3

8
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before starting with the vaults, the main iron structure  

has to be built in order to support the roof.

this structure includes the beams, that support the 

arches on which the vaults will be erected, and the 

iron columns.

the arches are constructed using formwork. the tiles 

are stuck to each other with a highly adhesive plaster 

on the first layer, then with cement mortar on the fol-

lowing layers.

once the arches are ready, the shape of the vault has 

construction technique

to be created by filling the spaces with bricks, until the 

shape is good enough for starting to build the vault.

 usually, the vault was constructed mainly in a hori-

zontal sense. the first layer‘s tiles were sticked together 

with a highly adhessive mortar, made of plaster. this 

assured a fast drying. with the next layer the ribs had to 

be made in order to leave a space for air, which amplifies  

thermic isolation, and confers stiffness to the structure 

without adding weight

when the ribs are done, they start with the last layer, 

the one that will cover the whole structure. 

the vaults finally had a bell-shape, and all together 

formed a shed. the spaces between two vaults con-

tained the windows. the repetition of this creates an 

infinite rhythm of light and shadows that emphasizes 

the rich shape of this roof.
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EXCURsION MAsIA FREIXA           
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origin and historical evolution
masia freixa was originally built as a textile factory. it was commited to luis muncunill by the firm freixa and 

sons in 1899. this factory was located in an industrial area far to the urban center.

around the year 1910, josep freixa decides to convert this building in his family house, and luis muncunill is 

again in charge with the project.

the first constructive phase conserves the structure of the main rectangular space with the original walls and the 

roof. only a wall with holes for the parabolic windows and doors was added. on the south side there is a gallery 

with nine arches which are covered with tile vaults as domes. on the west side there is a huge arc. in the north, 

the main entrance is covered with a parabolic porch following the general shape of the building.  in the east side 

there is a circular gallery, used as water deposit.
27



all the house‘s roof is covered with tile vaults which 

are supported by the factory‘s old walls. these vaults 

are covered  with an special cement mixed with pieces 

of glass, what  creates a contrast between the white 

walls and the black and gleaming cover of the roof.

in a second phase, on the entrance side, two floors 

were added: one for the kitchen, the other for the 

children‘s playroom and the domestic service‘s rooms.

the project finishes with the addition of a tower: 

ornamental simplicity and dominance of the winding 

shapes are the result of the successful use of parabolic 

arches and vaults.

in the interior, local craftsmen, ussually collaborators 

of muncunill, took part of the project .

        

uses and functions
during the republic, this building bacame public, and 

was used as a library and dining room. in july 1936, 

the masia is confiscated by the national movement to 

establish the „escuela nueva unificada“. in jennuary 

1939 the building returns to the family freixa.

in the 1950s, the gardens around the galileu street 28



were divided in plots and covered with buildings. thanks to a citizen campaign, the 

property was preserved.

in the year 1958, the first municipal Park of terrassa was inaugurated together 

with the „escola municipal de musica“ (municipal school of music)

today, the building is being rehabilitated to house the „regidoria de turisme i 

Proteccio de la ciutat“ (tourism and city‘s Protection‘s office) and new uses are 

being defined for the study of the industrial Patrimony study.

 



vELA REsTAURANT AND sALA MUNCUNILL          
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1- interior view of the restaurant vela. the arc covers 

all the surface and is supported by the main brick walls 

and columns.

2- detail of the vault in the vela restaurant. the arc 

lays on brick beams and the lateral forces are absorbed 

by iron beams.

3- detail of the domes of sala muncunill.

the iron beams that support the arches cross together, 

forming square  spaces over which the spherical vaults 

are laid. the arches and the vaults are supported by iron 

columns and the main walls.

each vault is topped by a lantern thats let the skylight 

in and enables the ventilation of the vapor from the 

ink area.

4- view of the sala muncunill‘s vaults from inside, with 

the windows for ventilation and lighting.

5- external view of sala muncunill. 

 2  3

 5

 4



EXCURsION TO sANT CUGAT 
MONAsTERY 
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history
the sant cugat monastery is an old benedictin abbey, 

located in sant cugat del valles, catalunya.

it was created when the church of the san cugat mor-

tal remains was joined to an annex fortification.

by the end of the 10th century it had to be resto-

red after being attacked by almanzor‘s troups.  by the 

middle of the 11th century, the construction of a new 

monastery began. the existing church was enlarged in a 

long work that was finished in the year 1337.

in the year 1350, the works for the fortification of 

the monastery started. the king Pedro iii enlarged this 

fortification by adding a few towers.

during the „guerra de sucesion española“ (spanish 

succession war), the monastery was occupied by the 

archiduque carlos‘s troups. this caused bad damages 

to the building. the restoring works finished in 1789.

in the year 1835, the monks abandoned the building 

in part because of the „ley de desamortizacion“ that 

forced  them to leave their belongings and part because 

of the attack of a group of people from the zone.

sant cugat was abandoned until 1851, when the 

historical monuments commission decided to restore 

it. in 1931, the monastry was declared historic-artistic 

monument.

the building
Probably the most important part of this complex is 

the cloister. it was built in the 11th century and is a clear 

example of romantic catalan art. in the xvi, a second 

floor was added and the entrance atrium was built. 

the cloister was planned by arnau gatell, based on a 

square storey of thirty meters length and is covered by 

(middle point archs) supported by pairs of columns.

another outstanding space is the gothic style basilica. 

the building of about 52m x 23m has three spaces 

covered with vaults and supported by columns.       
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 CELLER
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1- the celler consists on a series of parabolic ribs cove-

red with thin catalan vaults

2- external view of the celler. the parabolic arches are 

as important for the structure inside as they allow to 

structure the outside 

3- detail of the bond columns and ribs. they work 

together as one whole thing. the shape is defined by 

the distribution of the loads. 

4- the study of the loads and the way they are dis-

tributed through the structure determines that there 

was no need to add more mass by filling the space 

between columns and ribs. the shape of the structural 

system shows how the loads behave and distinguishes 

this building as a special one: by following the load lines, 

a highly aesthetical building was created.

 5- view of the parabolic archs from inside, today 

the building is under reconstruction. the roof is alrea-

dy insulated with styrofoam and covered again with 

catalan tiles.

 2    3    4   

 5     6   



 CATALAN GOTHIC
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santa maria del mar 
the church of santa maria del mar is one of the best 

examples of 14th century catalonian gothic architec-

ture.

 it is the work of the architect berenguer de montagut 

and was the temple of the ship-owners and merchants 

in gothic barcelona. seen from the outside, its appea-

rance is solid and robust, dominated by straight lines. 

the inside consists of three naves, an amazingly high 

central nave, an ambulatory and is without a transept. 

the amazing height of the central nave with its majestic 

octagonal columns stands out. from the 4th to the 6th 

century there used to be a roman necropolis, which 

was discovered during the excavations in the sixties, in 

the place where the church stands today.

chapel of santa agata
built in the gothic style on the old roman town wall, 

and now a secular building, the santa agata chapel was 

once the royal palace chapel. 

the single-nave interior contains a gothic picture altar, 

two gothic gravestones high up and some priests‘ cells; 

the former sacristy has a large iron mechanical clock 

dating from the year 1576.
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 CATALAN GOTHIC
 PLAçA DEL REI AND MUsEU D‘HIsTORIA   
                 DE LA CIUTAT DE BARCELONA
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in the Plaça del rei, several monumental buildings 

stand together. the Palacio real, with the salon de tinell, 

where the reyes catolicos received colon after his arri-

val from america. next there is the santa agata chapel 

and the museu d‘historia de la ciudad de barcelona. 

the museum, located under the Plaça del rey shows 

the archaeological site and one part of the monumental 

buildings of the historical centre of the city. the under-

ground is measures about 4000m2 and belongs to an 

important part of the roman barcelona. it was declared 

of cultural interest and has archaeological vestiges from 

the first century before christ to the seventh century.  



 EXCURsION TO LA PEDRERA BY ANTONIO GAUDI
                                             GUIDED BY ANTONIO MILLAN
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history   

la Pedrera received the name of “casa mila” because 

of the family that used to live there in the first floor.

today it is the head office of the “caixa catalunya” 

foundation.

la Pedrera, built from 1906-1909, appears as an 

abstract sculpture as well a residential building, with 

undulated shapes, and sculptural chimneys. on seven 

storeys, the building surrounds two circular yards. the 

author expressly avoided the straight lines, easy to per-

ceive in the facade lines, and in the undulating balco-



nies. a set of chimneys and ventilation elements, on the 

roof, established its particular fame.

underneath this roof landscape, which is fully accessi-

ble, gaudi projected a exceptionally interesting  interior, 

formerly used as a storage space for the apartments.  

it now serves as an exhibition space, where drawings, 

original hanging models and section models of gaudi’s 

buildings are presented. the roof structure consists of 

series of thin parabolic ribs, created by using the bricks 

in upright position. upon the ribs, catalan vaults close 

the attic space. the offset of a few small windows, each 

one canopied with a little roof that gives a sculptural 

note on the outside, allows the natural light to drip 

gently into the room. together with the organic rota-

tion of the ribs in plan projection due to the bi-centric 

layout of the building, this leads to the impression of 

being inside of a gloomy thorax of a large whale.
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 sAGRADA FAMILIA BY ANTONIO GAUDI
                             GUIDED BY JOsEP GOMEZ
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the building
the “sagrada familia” is a spectacular monument, 

amazing and unique, where gaudi makes a naturalist 

exercise of rare beauty. 

the church was the centre of work and life for gaudi, 

he spend there sixteen years, and now rests under it.

gaudi started working on this church in the year 1883. 

it was him who shaped the beautiful facade of the 

nativity, in which gates there are represented the the-

ological virtues and the birth of christ, with its towers 

wonderfully finished with mosaic and with the profusi-

on of white pigeons.

the other facade was finished in 1980 by jose maria 

subirats and refers to the passion of christ. its dramatic 

figures are the counterpoint to the old master’s style.

the crypt has a small museum and there it is the place 

of antonio gaudi’s burial.

it will take a long time yet to finish the building. it has 

as much towers as evangelists and apostles are, plus 

a central one, taller than the others, dedicated to the 

virgin mary. but the “sagrada familia” is an symbol of 

barcelona and will be finished some day.



 sAGRADA FAMILIA 
BY ANTONIO GAUDI
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the atelier 

located in the basement of the sagrada familia, like in 

a crypta, there is an atelier and workshop. 

in this place, modelers still work today making models 

of special parts of the building, continuing the tradition 

of gaudi, who used the models as a essencial part of 

his design process. next to original models of gaudi, 

specialists are finishing gypsum models while a modern 

cnc-machine is cutting details of complex joints.

there is also an architecure studio in the basement of 

the church, with about twenty people working there, 

between architects, engineers, and different area‘s spe-
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cialists that work especially for this building. on the 

construcion site, about 50 workers are permanently 

building, mainly for the completion of the roof of the 

central nave. even with that much people working 

together, nobody is able to say exactly when this work 

will be finished. the sagrada familia have been under 

construction for more than a hundred years, and there 

is much left to do. the works on the central tower, with 

170 meters almost doubling the height of the other 

towers, is not even started yet. at least the main nave of 

the church is expected to be finished by the year 2007, 

so it would finally be open for cult.



sTUDIO WORk AT THE UNIvERsITY
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grouP 1

Professor:  urs meister 

students: nina strous

                        marisa Pereyra

                        marita holhjem

                        evy eftestol

                        arcangelo sergio

                        josep sola matea
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sTUDIO WORk AT THE UNIvERsITY
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grouP 2

Professor:  tedeja zupancic

students: christine kaltner 

 solange marques

 jostein eidsträg

 larisa capuder

 helgi mar hallgrimsson
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sTUDIO WORk AT THE UNIvERsITY
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grouP 3

Professor:  roque olivera

students: joan capdevila Puig

 vlad servan

 Primoz bertoncelj

 teresa gonçalves

 anne sandnes

                        ylva hegelund
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sTUDIO WORk AT THE UNIvERsITY
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grouP 4

Professor:  finn hakonsen

students: Popa stefan

 audhild svela

 tanja rus

 Peter tycho axelsen

 antonio joao antunes

 michael keckeis
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JURYJURY

the jury consisted of fourteen memebers. there were 

seven teachers: ramon sastre, urs meister, tadeja 

zupancic, vojko kilar, roque olivera, finn hakonsen and 

Peter sorensen; joan Puigdomenech, dean of etsav; 

antonio millan, who was the guide for the excursion 

to casa mila; mercedes rojo, from the municipality 

of valldoreix, nuria barcena, secretary of the school 

„j. ferran clua“; jaume freixa, from the international 

office of the etsav; francesc Puig and manel matilla, 

bricklayers.

debate
each project was launched an explained by its crea-

tors. the jury analysed all the projects,  discussed and 

decided which project would  be constructed, giving 

priority to the fact that it should be built in three days.

after a long debate, the winner project was chosen.        

the main characteristics why the project was choosen  

were:

- the simplicity of the form, although the shape is 

based on two not-aligned curves and by the time of 

the construction, it was not so simple.

- the constructive method, that consisted in traditio-

nal masonry vaulting. 

in addition to this vault, a stairway and a small arc 

leaning against the wall were designed, these three 

objects together would compose an sculptural play-

ground, built only with bricks and mortar.
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BUILDING
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 2    3   

 5   

 4   

 6                     

1-Preparation of the land before starting the construc-

tion, cleaning and levelling out the ground

2- making the floor by pouring concrete 

3- levelling the floor out with a stick and a shovel

4-  the expert shows how to do the work

first he creates the shape guided by the formwork and 

the drawing on its surface.

he sticks the tiles together with a high adhesive mor-

ter made of plaster for the first layer.

6- students try their construction skills by continuing 

the expert‘s work and building the vaults that will sup-

port the stairway.

5- making the first vault for the stairway, trying to 

follow the instruction of the expert.
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5- The vault grows row by row and starts to show 

the shape.

6- the second layer of tiles is put on the first and 

sticked with a cement mortar this time.

 4   

 2

 5   
1- last preparatives of the floor on which the vault 

will stand.

2- collocation of the formwok, it will be the guide 

for the tiles.

3 and 4- the first tiles are put together with a plaster 

mortar.

 3

 6   

 1
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5- students building in the stairs by sticking the bricks 

one to each other with mortar    
1- with the stairway the work is the same, first the tiles 

are sticked together with a plaster mortar

2- the second layer is put on the first with a cement 

mortar, the vault is ready

 2   

 4   
3- for making the stairway, the students had to 

construct three vaults 

4- when beginning to work on the stairs, is was very 

important to be sure that everything was property ali-

gned

 5   

 2   

 1   

 3   
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THE LAsT DAY
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1- by the end of the last day, all the projects were 

almost ready

2- the last details of the stairway

3- one more layer in the big vault

4- the small vault is ready and hardening

5-  finally the stairway is ready 

 2    3   

 4    5   65



THE FINIsHED vAULTs
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 2    3    4   
1- the final product. the stairway, the big vault and 

the small vault 

2- the small vault in the corner is a good place to sit 

under or play on.  it is an example of a catalan vault 

attached to a wall.

3- the stairs reflect the tradition of building stairs with 

vaults, traditionally done in residential buildings.

4- the big vault with its particular shape, double cur-

ved, is a prove of stiffness for catalan vaults.

the versatility and the variety of shapes and uses for 

these vaults becomes obvious.
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THE vAULs IN UsE
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the three elements became part of the schoolyard. 

its landscape changed as well as the way in which the 

school children use the transformed space is altered. 

the big  double curved vault is the protagonist on the 

yard. it represents an old catalan tradition in a modern, 

though familiar shape, thanks to the scale of the tiles 

and the joints that enclose both the inside and the cover 

of the vault like a net. the small vault leaning against the 

surrounding wall creates a particular shelter whereas 

the stairway allows to get on the different levels without 

effort and finishes the whole set.
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